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Previous experiments lead us to expect that protoplasm will give a 
negative current of injury when in contact with dilute solutions and 
that  the  opposite  will  be  true  with  concentrated  solutions.  This 
should enable us to predict what will happen  when  a  cell is brought 
simultaneously in contact with both kinds of solutions.  It is shown in 
this paper that such prediction is possible. 
These predictions  involve the  assumption  that  the  protoplasm  is 
composed of layers, i.e. an outer iX)  and an inner (Y) both of which 
are probably non-aqueous and between these an aqueous layer  (W). 
As previously explained  x the more rapid alteration of the outer layer 
produces a positive current of injury and the more rapid alteration  of 
the inner  gives a  negative current of injury.  The latter is observed 
when  the  protoplasm  is in  contact  externally  with  a  solution  less 
"effective ''2 than sap (e.g.  0.001 ~r KC1); the former occurs with solu- 
tions more effective than  sap  (e.g.  0.1  ~  KC1.)  Hence if  we apply 
0.001 ~  KC1 to the cell the outer layer (X) will be in contact with a 
less effective solution than the inner (Y) (which is in contact with sap). 
If we arrange an  experiment as in Fig. 1 with 0.001 ~r KCI at A  and 
0.1 ~  KC1 at  C,  3 and cut at Z  we shall expect that, as previously de- 
scribed,  1  the de&th wave which starts at Z will pass rapidly down the cell 
to C.  At A, where the protoplasm is in contact with 0.00i ~  KC1, we 
shall expect the inner layer (Y) to go first so that the protoplasm will at 
first become more negative  1 but at C, where it is in contact with 0.1 M 
x  Osterhout, W. J. V., and Harris,  E. S., Y. Gen. Physid.,  1928-29, xii, 167. 
The more effective solution is the one which causes a more rapid alteration. 
z The techrgque has been fuliy described in previous papers.  Osterhout, W. J. 
V., and Harris, E. S., ft. Gen. Physiol.,  1927-28, xi, 391, 417, 673; 1928-29,  Xii, 167. 
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KCI, the alteration of X  will be more rapid than that of Y and in con- 
sequence the protoplasm will first become more positive. 
That this is really so can be shown by arranging an experiment as in 
Fig. 2, killing B with 0.01 ~  KC1 saturated with chloroform and leading 
off from A  (in contact with 0.001 g  KC1) to B  and from C  (in contact 
with 0.1  ~  KC1)  to B:  on cutting at Z  we obtain  approximately the 
"true" curves of A  and C  (i.e. the curves obtained when the value at 
B  is zero), as shown in Fig. 3 a.*  If we lead off from A  to C  we obtain 
1®  e 
(  Bingle living  celt  of'Nitella  __) 
-  ~  irmhe~  -~ 
FIG.  I. Diagram  to  show  the  arrangement  of  certain  experiments.  At  A 
and C are flowing contacts, or pieces of cotton soaked in solutions,  or cups con- 
taining solution. 
i1,  ......  I  Sin  le  celt of Nitella 
1,  i Ldch  --~  I=  I inch --*~ 
FIG. 2.  As in Fig. I with an additional contact at B which is connected with A 
and with C. 
approximately the difference between the "true" curves of A  and C, as 
shown in Fig. 3 b. 
The result corresponds to our prediction, i.e. at A  (which is in  con- 
4 The values at A will be more positive than they should be by a small but definite 
amount because of an effect due to the cell  wall (see Osterhout,  W.  3- V.,and 
Harris, E. S., J. Gen. Physiol.,  1927-28,  xi,  673) which  makes A  appear more 
positive.  This effect will remain constant until sap diffusing out at B raises the 
concentration of the solution  imbibing the cell wall;  the effect of this will be to 
make A  appear still more positive but in very short experiments it may be neg- 
lected.  What  is said of  A  applies  equally to C  (in  contact with 0.1  ~  KCI) 
except that the cell wall effect will make C appear somewhat more negative than 
it should be at the start and the coming out of sap at B will decrease  this effect. 
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FIG.  3  a. 
Fro.  3  b. 
FIGs. 3  a  and  b.  t~hotographic  records  showing  potential differences,  the ex- 
periment being arranged as in Fig.  2  with 0.001  ~L KC1 at A, 0.01  ~  KC1  at B, 
and 0.1 M KC1 at C.  The record starts after B  has been killed (with 0.01 ~  KC1 
saturated with chloroform) so that A  and C show their "true" values.  On cutting 
at Z  we see (in Fig. 3  a)  that A  becomes negative and then approaches zero while 
C  becomes positive and then approaches zero.  Curves A  and C  are recorded on 
one  instrument  while  the  A  to  C  curve  is  simultaneously  recorded  on  another 
(Fig. 3  b) :  this curve is approximately equal to the difference between the "true" 
curves of .l  and C. FIG.  4  a. 
FIG.  4  b. 
Fins.  4  a  and  b.  Photographic  records  showing  potential  differences,  the 
experiment  being  arranged  as  in  Fig.  2  with  0.1  .~I KC1 at A, 0.001  ~  KC1 at B, 
and 0.01 ~  KC1 at C.  The record starts after C has been killed (with 0.01  ~* KC1 
saturated with chloroform) so that A  and B  show their "true" values.  On cutting 
at Z  we see (in Fig. 4  a)  that A  becomes positive and then approaches zero while 
B  becomes negative and  then approaches zero.  Curves A  and B  are recorded on 
one instrument  while  the  A  to  B  curve  i~  simultaneously  recorded  on another 
(Fig. 4  b) :  this curve is approximately equal to the difference between the "true" 
curves of A  and B. 
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tact  with  a  solution  less  effective  than  sap)  the  protoplasm  first 
becomes more negative  as  the result of the  cut,  indicating  that  the 
layer Y goes first; at C  (which is in contact with a solution more effec- 
tive than sap)  the protoplasm first becomes more positive, indicating 
that the layer X  goes first. 
It  is  desirable  to  supplement  this  experiment  by  placing  0.1 
KC1 at A, 0.001 ~  KC1 at B, and then killing C:  the result is shown in 
FIG.  5.  FIG.  6. 
FIG.  5.  Photographic  record  of  potential  differences,  the  experiment  being 
arranged as in Fig.  1 with 0.001 •  KC1 at A and 0.1 •  KC1 at C.  On cutting at 
Z we obtain a curve resembling that in Fig. 3 b. 
FIG.  6.  Photographic  record  of  potential  differences,  the  experiment being 
arranged as in Fig.  1 with 0.1 ~t KC1 at A and 0.001 ~ KC1 at C.  On cutting at 
Z we obtain a curve similar to that in Fig. 4 b. 
Figs. 4 a  and 4  b (since C is killed we obtain  the  "true"  curves of A 
and B).  The result is again in accordance with prediction. 
It may be thought  that  killing  a  spot  may alter the  condition of 
the  cell  and  so  affect the  curves.  We  have  accordingly performed 
experiments  (arranged  as  in  Fig. 1)  in  which  the killing is  omitted: 
these are illustrated by Figs. 5  and 6 which resemble Figs. 3 b and 4 b 
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difference.  In  all  these  cases  we  are  dealing  with  the  difference  be- 
tween two spots,  A  and  (7,  or A  and B,  which are affected in turn by 
a death wave which starts from Z  and travels down the cell. 
An interesting  experiment  is shown in Fig. 8.  The experiment  was 
arranged as in Fig.  7 with 0.1 ~, KC1 at A, 0.001 ~t KC1  at  B,  and  0.05 
f  /  -..: 
Bingle  livin~  cell  of Nitella  l 
- a inche~  ---,- 
FIG. 7.  As in Fig. 1 with additional contacts at B and D. 
FIG.  8.  Photographic  record  of  potential  differences,  the  experiment  being 
arranged as in Fig.  7 with 0.1  5t KC1 at A, 0.001  5t KC1 at  B, 0.05 at KC1 at D 
and at C.  On cutting at Z  we see that A becomes positive and then approaches 
zero, B becomes negative and then approaches zero; D shows little change because 
it is in this case very near C and is in contact with the same solution:  it becomes 
slightly positive (as expected) and then approaches zero. 
M KC1 at D  and at C.  At the start A  is negative and B  positive due to 
the concentration  effect. ~  On cutting at  Z, A  changes from negative 
to  positive  and  B  from positive  to  negative.  D  shows  little  change 
5 This is discussed in Osterhout, W. J.  V.,  and Harris,  E.  S., J.  Gctt.  Physiol., 
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because it is very close to C and is in contact  with  the  same  solution 
(its curve is in accordance with expectationl). 
The fact that B becomes negative on cutting is an argument against 
the theory mentioned in a previous paper e that injury causes an instan- 
taneous exit of sap which might  account for the  results  without  the 
necessity of assuming the presence of layers in the protoplasm.  The 
coming out of sap at B  could not in any case do more than bring B  to 
the same condition as C and so reduce the potential difference between 
them to zero; it could not make B  negative as is the case here (since 
sap in these experiments acts like 0.05 u  KC1). 
A great variety of combinations were tried which need  not  be  de- 
scribed in detail since the results were in every case in accord with the 
theory previously developed.  We may conclude that the theory serves 
a useful purpose in bringing all the facts under a single viewpoint and 
in enabling us to predict the behavior of the cell under a great variety 
of conditions. 
SUMMARY. 
The  hypothesis  of protoplasmic  layers  enables  us  to  predict  the 
bioelectrical behavior of the cell under a great variety of conditions. 
It is shown in the present paper that this is clearly the case when a 
death  wave passes  through  different  points  in  contact  with  unlike 
solutions. 
60sterhout,  W. J. V., an~d Harris, E. S., J. Gen. Physid., 1927-28, xi, 673. 